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Abstract: Current software industry’s prime focus is on developing quality application programs. The basic business management principle ‘Customer acceptability is directly proportional to the quality of the product’ is admissible for software products too. Thus, testing phase has a vital role in improving customer satisfaction of a software application. The various research analytics claim that nearly 30% effort of entire software development is used for performing testing activities. Every software firm or application developers follow a typical custom set of testing strategies and uses some standard testing tools for quality assurance. The project manager has to decide the testing strategy between manual and automated testing. In automated testing, there are many tools available with different capabilities and performance characteristics. This review analyzes the performance metrics of various testing tools and testing strategies used for enriching the quality of the application being developed. The review result may guide the project manager to make the trade-off decisions for choosing the appropriate testing tools and testing strategies applicable for their project domain.

Index Terms: Software testing, Test script, Test cases, Automated testing tool, Manual testing, System testing.

1 INTRODUCTION
Software testing Software testing [1, 2] is a quality control activity which involves defect detection and correction. Testing can be performed at various stages of software development process depending upon the methodology and tools being used and usually begins after the requirement confirmation phase. The initial phase is at unit level where it mainly focuses on coding. After coding all software units, we perform Integration testing for finding out the bugs in the software application. The ultimate purpose of software testing is to prevent software from failure, ensuring the quality and satisfying the stakeholders. Software testing can also be mentioned as the process of performing verification and validation to a software or an application that meets the business oriented and technical oriented functional requirements that guided in its design phase and development. Validating and Verifying (V&V) [3] is the process of ensuring that a software meets the requirements mentioned in Software Requirement Specification (SRS) document and that it fulfils its intended functionality. It can be considered as a methodology to ensure software quality. The terms can be defined as follows:

Verification: It is the process of ensuring whether the software product is built in the right manner.

Validation: It is the process of ensuring whether the developed software product is as expected. Testing usually consist of three levels called Unit testing, Integration testing and System testing each of them has many sub levels of testing strategies. These testing can be performed either using human resources or using automation tools.

There is a wide set of testing automation tools available. Our work evaluates the performance and characteristics of most widely used test automation tools. This review work also focuses on analyzing the efficiency and applicability of various testing strategies that can be followed in a software industry.

2 RELATED WORKS
K. M. Mustafa et al has classified the software testing tools based on software testing methods [4]. They have evaluated nearly 135 testing tools and categorized them over three types of software products (web application, application software, network protocol). Their analysis also points out which testing method has limited automation tools. T. E. J. Vos, et al has proposed a framework for evaluating software testing tools and techniques [5] which is successfully used for some case studies in EvoTest and FITTEST. But this framework fails to evaluate the performance constraints of automated tools like test script generation time, test script evaluation time and much more. James B. Michael et al derived object-oriented metrics for measuring the effectiveness of the software testing tools and is validated using three testbeds [6]. The proposed computational metrics can be used in evaluating the effectiveness, quality, accuracy, performance and much more for a tool. Insha Altaf, J. A. Dar et al has performed a survey on Selenium tool in software testing [7]. They have discussed about the basic features and functionalities of the Selenium testing tool along with mentioning some of its application domains. R. Angmo et al has evaluated the performance of web-based automation testing tools [8]. They have analyzed web testing tools: Selenium and Watir. Their evaluation results claim that Selenium web driver is much better than Watir web driver, if suitable Selenium browser plugins are added. In most of the related works, the authors mainly focusing on a particular framework or testing aspects. Most of the tools used are outdated now. So, our review focuses on the most widely used testing tools like Selenium and HPE UFT against some basic standard performance metrics.

3 TERMINOLOGY
In order to analyze various testing techniques, it is better to recollect the basic terminologies used in software testing:

Test case: A test case is a set of test data that is to be inputted, along with expected results and resultant conditions,
designed for a particular testing module in order to ensure system functionalities [9, 10]. Consider the example test cases for the ATM Personal Identification Number (PIN) field validation in a web page. Assume that the PIN should be a four-digit integer number. Then the test case should be as follows:

Valid test case: PIN = 1234 // 4 – digit integer
Invalid Test cases:
PIN = 123 // non 4 – digit integer
PIN = abcd // not an integer
PIN = 12a4 // combination of character and integer
PIN = Blank // No Input data

In this case test cases can be defined using the Equivalence class partitioning method [11]. There is one valid and two invalid classes.
Valid class: (1000 ≤ PIN ≤ 9999) // 4-digit numbers.
Invalid classes are: (PIN < 1000) and (PIN > 9999)

Test suite: It is mathematically a set which consist of all the test cases as set elements. A software can have infinite number of test cases. A good test suite should have minimal test cases which covers most errors. Test suite to validate the ATM PIN field is:
{2000, 999, 10000, 12a4, abcd}

Error: Error is the degree of mismatch from actual result and expected result. It represents mistake made by code developers [12]. Though error and bug sounds synonyms, they are not exactly the same. Error is the mistake found by tester. When developer accepts this mistake, then it is called as a bug.

Fault: Fault is an incorrect code statement, function or data interpretation in a computer program which makes the program or software system to generate an unexpected result. Fault leads to error.

Bug: Bug is a fault in the code block which generates an unintended result. It is normally the mistake accepted by the developer.

Failure: It is the inability of a software system to perform its expected functional and non-functional requirements. Execution of a fault leads to failure.

Defect: A defect is a mistake committed by programmer in coding or logic that causes a program to generate incorrect or deviated results. Normally a defect is detected when a failure occurs.

Test script: It can be defined as a collection of instructions applied on the system under testing, to ensure that the system performs its specified functionalities and behaves as expected.

4 SOFTWARE TESTING STRATEGIES
Software industry usually follows two testing approaches: Manual testing and Automated testing. In manual testing, testers evaluate the software manually for the faults. Here the tester plays the role of an end user and evaluates all the possible features and functionalities of the developed software to ensure its behaviour and quality. The tester manually prepares test plan and suitable test cases which is tested over the application to verify the behaviour of Graphical User Interface (GUI), functional and non – functional requirements as illustrated in Figure 1. But performing manual testing requires a large amount of human intervention and the presence of an experienced - skilled person to design an appropriate test suite.

![Figure 1: Process involved in manual testing](image1)

In automated testing, execution of test cases is supported by automation tools. Automated testing is quite beneficial in case of large projects. Here automation tools perform tests that repeat predefined actions, matches the developed program’s probable and real results [18].

![Figure 2: Processes involved in automated testing](image2)

Test scripts are used by automated tools to perform software testing. The automated tool traverses through the entire code blocks for bugs, verify each system behavior by executing test cases. If the expected behavior matches with the test results, the automation tool confirms the quality of the product. The Figure 2 shows the process involved in automation testing. It is not practically feasible to automate all test cases which involves some constraints regarding aesthetics and appearance. There are pros and cons for both testing strategies. Choosing which one to use among the two depends upon factors like size of the project, time, availability of resources and much more. The performance analytics [19, 20] of automated and manual testing are plotted in Figure 3.
If the project consists of too many test modules, then it is better to prefer automated testing [27,28,29] than manual testing. Because it is not feasible to derive all the combinations of test cases for a project with too many coupled modules. If a project got more time available for testing, then do it manually, where the possibility of finding real time errors is comparatively high than that of automated testing tools. The prime constraint in performing manual testing is the need of experienced testers. The manual testing [30] efficiency depends on qualitative factors like experience and knowledge level[31,32] of tester, nature of the software module under test, category of the software etc. The analytical comparison of both testing strategies is shown in Table 1. From the plotted graph, it is clear that automated testing performs far better than that of manual testing in most evaluation parameters. It is recommended to use automated software testing tools in certain testing scenarios. As the software industry[33] is too competitive, there is a wide room for software quality and reliability[34] in the scenario. Deadlines and product release dates are more essential in this competitive market. In this scenario, an intelligent software company will choose some good testing tools which may increase the efficiency of testing as well as to get the product deadlines met.

![Figure 3: Performance analytics of automated versus manual testing](image)

Table 1. Automated Testing vs Manual Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Automated testing</th>
<th>Manual testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed of testing</td>
<td>Faster</td>
<td>Slower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost effectiveness</td>
<td>More cost effective</td>
<td>Slightly less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Not flexible</td>
<td>Too flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusability</td>
<td>Easily reusable</td>
<td>Not practically feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure required</td>
<td>Comparatively high</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need of Training</td>
<td>Highly recommended</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of Tools</td>
<td>Too high</td>
<td>Slightly less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-around time</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Comparatively more</td>
<td>Less reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need of programming</td>
<td>Highly needed</td>
<td>Not needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of testing</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need of human resources</td>
<td>Very few</td>
<td>Huge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of</td>
<td>Concurrently</td>
<td>Sequentially</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing GUI &amp; Aesthetics</th>
<th>Not possible</th>
<th>Can be performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performing Regression tests</td>
<td>Can be easily performed</td>
<td>Very difficult and boring task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution of Build Verification Test (BVT)</td>
<td>Easier to perform</td>
<td>Too difficult to execute BVT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Applicable projects | Complicated and large projects | Small projects with limited functionalities |

5 SOFTWARE TESTING TOOLS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

There are lots of software testing tools available in the market. The most successful ones include Selenium, HPE Unified Functional Testing (UFT), IBM Rational functional tester, Silk Test, LoadRunner, WinRunner and Test complete. The various software testing tools can be classified based on their functional features and their role in testing process as shown in Table 3. There is still research undergoing in developing testing tools to address other aspects of testing and validation. During the STLC automation phase, the project manager should choose an automation tool which is applicable to the project being tested. The choice depends upon factors like tool functionalities and features, testing team, budget of the project being tested, performance aspects of the tools and much more. There are testing tools which is customized for a particular programming language like JUnit for Java application and PyUnit for Python. Some tools like web application tool, desktop application tool and mobile application tool are domain specific. Our comparative analysis mainly evaluates two widely accepted software testing tools: Selenium and HPE Unified Functional Testing (UFT). HPE Unified Functional Testing (UFT) [21] which was earlier known as HP Quick Test Professional (QTP) provides features for test automation and functional testing for various software and environments. It is widely used for enterprise quality assurance. It provides a GUI and features for keyword and scripting interfaces. It uses VBScript to write the test scripts. HP UFT is a single console for verifying the interface, database and service layers of a software or application. Selenium [22] is an open source, portable testing framework mainly focusing on web applications. Selenium has a record-playback tool for authorizing tests without learning to develop test scripts. The prime components of Selenium framework include Selenium IDE, Selenese, Selenium Remote control, Selenium Client API, Selenium web driver and Selenium Grid. For our evaluation we selected Windows (Ver. 10) as operating system platform. We have installed the Selenium IDE [23] and web driver add-ons in Mozilla Firefox browser. HPE UFT [24] desktop application is installed with required updates. We evaluated the performance of two testing tools by testing the login pages of our VIT University [25], Rediffmail, Facebook and Gmail. These login pages read username, password and a CAPTCHA from user and redirects them to homepage after successful validation. The test cases matrix used for validating a login page is shown in Table 4.

Table 2. Test Case Matrix for Login Page Validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case ID</th>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Password</th>
<th>CAPTC-HA</th>
<th>Expected outcome message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Login success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Incorrect Emp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We have evaluated the tools using the following performance metrics [26]:
1. Mean Script Creation Time (MSCT): It can be defined as the mean time to create test scripts. It is the average time taken to generate one test script.
2. Mean Script Execution Time (MSET): It can be defined as the mean time to execute test scripts. It is the average time taken to execute a single test script.
3. Tool Learning Time (TLT): It is the average time required for a single naïve user to learn the software tool to use. Of course, learning level is unquantifiable. It can be redefined as the average time taken for training naïve personnel to familiar with the software tool.
4. CPU Utilization rate: Percentage of CPU capacity being used for running the software tool.
5. Tool Reliability (TR): It is the probability of failure-free operation of the testing tool for a specific time period in a particular environment. Its value usually ranges between 0 and 1.

We evaluated the test cases in Table 2 using the Record-Play back feature of Selenium. The test script generated by Selenium is shown in Figure 5.

After saving the suitable test cases, we monitored the time for creating each scripts. We have summed up all these to estimate the Mean Script Creation Time (MSCT). It is found that the MSCT depends on the number of actions or activities performed during the recording time. Script creation time is directly proportional to the count of activities performed during recording. The phase test execution takes place afterwards, where we loaded the test suite script. We have noted the initial time and final time for test execution to estimate the Mean Script Execution Time (MSET). Then we repeated the same test suite and testing procedures to evaluate HPE UFT. But in HPE UFT it is not possible to directly write the script to verify the CAPTCHAs [27] without having access to the CAPTCHA database which contain all CAPTCHAs values present in the system. If we are permitted to access CAPTCHA database, then it is possible to store the values for respective images in an array and check the image. If image match, use that value. This is not a perfect solution though, access to CAPTCHA database is not granted always. So, in our evaluation we validated only the username and password fields.

6 RESULTS
We have analyzed the above-mentioned performance parameters of Selenium and HPE UFT tool. The results that we obtained is plotted below in Figure 5.

The results that we mentioned is an approximate average value, though these performance parameters depends upon various qualitative parameters like tester's knowledge level and experience, software and hardware support, level of testing, complexity of the project being tested, language used for scripting and much more. But our results can be used as a reference model for software testers to choose the testing tool which is appropriate for their domain. Though Selenium uses Record and playback feature, Test script generation time can be consumed. We have noted the time for generating scripts for multiple test cases and then estimated the average number of scripts that can be generated in an hour. Mean script execution time is also estimated in the same manner by noting the time taken to execute each test cases. MSET also depends upon the complexity of the test module. For estimating tool learning time, we choose around 10 students with basic programming knowledge. We trained them till they are able to generate and execute test scripts. The mean time taken for each individual is measured to approximate up the TLT value. TLT is not purely quantitative though it depends upon the skill of the persons being trained. CPU utilization is an average over a period of time. At any point in time, if the CPU is either busy (100 percent) or idle (0 percent). Though HPE UFT is a desktop application, it consumes much CPU power than Selenium which runs in a web browser. The comparative analysis of both functional and performance aspects of Selenium and HPE UFT are summarized in Table 3.

7 CONCLUSIONS
Software testing plays a vital role in software quality management. Manual testing and automated testing are the main strategies followed. Automation testing is always preferred by a software industry to improve productivity and
efficiency. Though manual testing is time consuming and costly than automated testing, it will figure out some errors which can’t be found through test automation. Test automation tools are widely used in software industry to increase the productivity. But there is no tool which is perfectly automates software testing. There are many software tools useful for various programming domains and software applications. But Selenium and HPE UFT are widely used tools where the former is open-source and later is licensed. HPE UFT can be used for both webpage and desktop applications whereas Selenium restricted only for web applications. Though Selenium is freeware, we cannot chose it always, because of the need of an experienced test professional. HPE UFT is comparatively easier to use and develops test scripts in less time. Root cause analysis and recovery strategies are much better in HPE UFT than that of Selenium. Thus our evaluation results may guide a project manager to choose the best tool applicable for their project domain.
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